NOTE: VALUE A IS MEASURED ON OUTSIDE PIPE CIRCUMFERENCE.

PVC ADAPTOR TYP.

TEE AT LEFT
TEE AT BOTH SIDES
TEE AT RIGHT

SPIGOT END VIEW (AS INSTALLED)

PART ID STRUCTURE
PTxxxxxc4w-20td

PIPE SIZE: 0975; 1050; 1200; 1350; 1500 etc.
PIPE CLASS: 2 - 50-D; 3 - 65-D; 4 - 100-D; 5 - 140-D
FOR 1200 AND 1350: 8 - B-WALL; 9 - C-WALL
TEE SIZE CODE: 1 - 100; 2 - 125; 3 - 150; 4 - 200; 5 - 250; 6 - 300; 7 - 375
TEE DIRECTION: L - LEFT; R - RIGHT; B - BOTH

NOTE: VALUE A IS MEASURED ON OUTSIDE PIPE CIRCUMFERENCE.

ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN mm
DRAWINGS ARE NOT TO SCALE
ALL VIEWS ARE AS INSTALLED
RCP IS BUILT ACCORDING TO CSA A257.2
VALUE "A" IS MEASURED ON OUTSIDE PIPE CIRCUMFERENCE
PVC ADAPTORS ARE MORTARED OR EPOXYED
NOTE: VALUE A IS MEASURED ON OUTSIDE PIPE CIRCUMFERENCE.